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Angular distribution of neutron inverse beta decay, n̄e1p˜e11n

P. Vogel* and J. F. Beacom†

Physics Department 161-33, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125
~Received 1 April 1999; published 27 July 1999!

The reactionn̄e1p˜e11n is very important for low-energy (En&60 MeV) antineutrino experiments. In
this paper we calculate the positron angular distribution, which at low energies is slightly backward. We show
that weak magnetism and recoil corrections have a large effect on the angular distribution, making it isotropic
at about 15 MeV and slightly forward at higher energies. We also show that the behavior of the cross section
and the angular distribution can be well understood analytically forEn&60 MeV by calculating toO(1/M ),

whereM is the nucleon mass. The correct angular distribution is useful for separatingn̄e1p˜e11n events
from other reactions and detector backgrounds, as well as for possible localization of the source~e.g., a
supernova! direction. We comment on how similar corrections appear for the lepton angular distributions in the

deuteron breakup reactionsn̄e1d˜e11n1n and ne1d˜e21p1p. Finally, in the reactionn̄e1p˜e1

1n, the angular distribution of the outgoing neutrons is strongly forward peaked, leading to a measurable
separation in positron and neutron detection points, also potentially useful for rejecting backgrounds or locat-
ing the source direction.@S0556-2821~99!04015-1#

PACS number~s!: 13.10.1q, 25.30.Pt, 95.55.Vj
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I. INTRODUCTION

Inverse neutron beta decay,n̄e1p˜e11n, is the reac-
tion of choice for the detection of reactor antineutrinos, c
cial to neutrino oscillation searches. It is also, by far, t
reaction giving the largest yield for the detection of sup
nova neutrinos. The Liquid Scintillation Neutrino Detect
~LSND! @1# and KARMEN @2# experiments usen̄m an-
tineutrinos fromm1 decay at rest to search for the oscillatio
appearance ofn̄e events, detected by this reaction. There
also searches forn̄e antineutrinos from the Sun.

In many of these applications, in particular those based
detection by Cˇ erenkov radiation, one can determine the
rection of the outgoing positron. It is therefore of interest
consider the angular correlation between the incoming
tineutrino and outgoing positron directions, and its ene
dependence forEn&60 MeV, relevant for the above studie
If the source direction is known, the angular correlation c
be used to help separate these events from other reactio
detector backgrounds. If the source direction is unknown
possibly for a Galactic supernova, then the observed ang
distribution may help to locate the source.

For low antineutrino energies, the positron angular dis
bution is well described by the form

ds

d cosu
;11vea~En!cosu, ~1!

whereu is the angle between the antineutrino and posit
directions in the laboratory~where the proton target is as
sumed to be at rest! andve is the positron velocity inc51
units. At higher energies, terms proportional to higher po
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ers of cosu appear, and at the highest energies, all reac
products are strongly forward simply by kinematics. It
convenient to describe the angular distribution by the av
age cosine, weighted by the differential cross section, si
that is always well-defined. In the limit that Eq.~1! holds,

^cosu&5
1

3
vea~En!, ~2!

where theEn-dependence of̂cosu& is suppressed in the no
tation here and below. Except near threshold, whereve be-
comes very small~but nonzero in the lab!, the ve factor is
nearly unity and can be ignored.

In the limit where the nucleon mass is taken to be infini
i.e., zeroth order in 1/M , the asymmetry coefficienta is in-
dependent ofEn and would be the same forn̄e1p˜e11n
andne1n˜e21p. ~Since there are no free neutron targe
the latter cannot be directly observed. We return to this po
below in discussing neutrino and antineutrino reactions w
deuterons.! Thena(0) is given simply by the competition o
the non-spin-flip~Fermi! and spin-flip~Gamow-Teller! con-
tributions, and is

a(0)5
f 22g2

f 213g2
.20.10, ~3!

and thus the angular distribution of the positrons is wea
backward. We have defined the vector and axial-vector c
pling constants byf 51, g51.26.

In the following we will consider hoŵcosu& is modified
when weak magnetism and recoil corrections ofO(1/M ) are
kept. The effect of these terms on the total cross section
calculated in Refs.@3,4# ~see also Ref.@5#!, where it was
found that they, in particular the weak magnetism, reduce
cross section by a noticeable amount. In this paper, we
show that the positron angular distribution is changed e
©1999 The American Physical Society03-1
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P. VOGEL AND J. F. BEACOM PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 053003
more, including the sign of̂cosu&. The effect is so large in
part because of the accidental near-cancelation ina(0).

The general form of the differential cross section, valid
all orders in 1/M but neglecting the threshold effects~and
hence only valid for energies far above threshold!, is well-
known @6#. For the relevant energiesEn&60 MeV, it is in-
structive and sufficient to consider in detail just the terms
first order in 1/M . Here and below, 1/M will be taken to refer
to all terms of that form, withEn /M being dominant among
them. Moreover, using these results, we show how to ext
the formula of Ref.@6# to low energies, so that it merge
smoothly with the correct expression near threshold.

II. THE POSITRON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION

A. Differential cross section: expansion in powers of 1/M

We begin with the matrix element of the form

M5
GF cosuC

A2
F ūnS gm f 2gmg5g2

i f 2

2M
smnqnDupG

3@ v̄ n̄gm~12g5!ve#, ~4!

where f and g are given above, the anomalous nucleon
ovector magnetic moment is defined withf 25mp2mn
53.706, and cosuC50.974. In the most general case, t
coupling constants are replaced with form factors that v
with q2; we neglect this variation as it isO(En

2/M2). The
four-momentum transferq2 is related to the laboratory sca
tering angleu, which in turn is related to the outgoing po
itron energyEe ~again in the laboratory! by the relations

q25me
222EnEe~12ve cosu!

5~Mn
22M p

2!22M p~En2Ee!. ~5!

Some other useful kinematic relations are given in the A
pendix. We can now use the standard rules and evaluate
differential cross section accurate to a given order in 1/M .

At zeroth order in 1/M , the positron energy is

Ee
(0)5En2D, ~6!

where D5Mn2M p . At each order in 1/M , we define the
positron momentumpe5AEe

22me
2 and the velocity ve

5pe /Ee . The differential cross section at this order is

S ds

d cosu D (0)

5
s0

2
@~ f 213g2!1~ f 22g2!ve

(0)cosu#Ee
(0)pe

(0) .

~7!

The normalizing constants0, including the energy-
independent inner radiative corrections, is

s05
GF

2cos2uC

p
~11D inner

R !, ~8!

whereD inner
R .0.024 @7#. This gives the standard result fo

the total cross section,
05300
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s tot
(0)5s0~ f 213g2!Ee

(0)pe
(0)

50.0952S Ee
(0)pe

(0)

1 MeV2D 310242 cm2. ~9!

The energy-independent inner radiative corrections af
the neutron beta decay rate in the same way, and hence
total cross section can also be written

s tot
(0)5

2p2/me
5

f Rtn

Ee
(0)pe

(0) , ~10!

wheretn is the measured neutron lifetime andf R51.7152 is
the phase space factor, including the Coulomb, weak mag
tism, recoil, and outer radiative corrections, butnot the inner
radiative corrections@8#. The cross section normalizatio
was measured in Ref.@9# and found to be in agreement wit
the expectation from the neutron lifetime at the 3% lev
The ~small! energy-dependent outer radiative corrections
s tot are given in Refs.@3,4#. The outer radiative correction
to ^cosu& should largely cancel in the ratio of the cross se
tion weighted with cosu to the cross section itself, and so a
not considered further here.

At first order in 1/M , the positron energy depends upo
the scattering angle and is

Ee
(1)5Ee

(0)F12
En

M
~12ve

(0)cosu!G2
y2

M
, ~11!

wherey25(D22me
2)/2. In factors of the form 1/M , we use

the average nucleon mass; using 1/M versus 1/M p leads to
an ignorable difference ofO(1/M2). The differential cross
section at this order~after a lot of tedious algebra! is

S ds

dcosu D (1)

5
s0

2
@~ f 213g2!1~ f 22g2!ve

(1)cosu#Ee
(1)pe

(1)

2
s0

2 F G

M GEe
(0)pe

(0) , ~12!

where

G52~ f 1 f 2!gF ~2Ee
(0)1D!~12ve

(0)cosu!2
me

2

Ee
(0)G

1~ f 21g2!FD~11ve
(0)cosu!1

me
2

Ee
(0)G

1~ f 213g2!F ~Ee
(0)1D!S 12

1

ve
(0)

cosu D 2DG
1~ f 22g2!F ~Ee

(0)1D!S 12
1

ve
(0)

cosu D 2DGve
(0)cosu.

~13!

For the dominant term@the first square brackets in Eq.~12!#,
the cosine-dependence ofEe , pe , andve must be taken into
3-2
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ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTRON INVERSE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 053003
account atO(1/M ), while for the subdominant terms, the
may be taken as functions ofEn alone. Note that the term
1/ve

(0) above, which can be large near threshold, are canc
by pe

(0) in the phase space factor. Our result for the to
cross section, calculated from Eq.~12!, supercedes the resu
of Ref. @3#, which did not include theO(1/M ) corrections to
the Jacobiandt/dcosu.

Unless the electron mass is negligible~see below!, it is
not convenient to analytically expandEe

(1) , pe
(1) , andve

(1) in
powers of 1/M , and instead we evaluate the total cross s

FIG. 1. Upper panel: total cross section forn̄e1p˜e11n; bot-
tom panel:̂ cosu& for the same reaction; both as a function of t
antineutrino energy. The solid line is ourO(1/M ) result and the
short-dashed line is theO(1) result. The long-dashed line is th
result of Eq.~3.18! of Ref. @6#, and the dot-dashed line contains o
threshold modifications to the same. The solid and dot-dashed
are not distinguishable in this figure. The inner radiative correcti
are included~see the text!, but the outer radiative corrections are n
~see Refs.@3,4#!.

FIG. 2. The same as Fig. 1, but over a larger range of
tineutrino energy. The long-dashed and dot-dashed lines are n
indistinguishable in the lower panel.
05300
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tion s tot
(1) numerically. In the upper panels of Figs. 1 and 2 w

show the total cross section versusEn . We divided the plots
into two energy regimes: Fig. 1 to show the threshold regi
relevant for, e.g., reactor experiments; and Fig. 2 to show
global behavior relevant for, e.g., supernova or muon de
at rest experiments. The solid line is the result at first orde
1/M , given by numerical integration of Eq.~12!. The short-
dashed line is the result at zeroth order in 1/M , given by Eq.
~9!. As expected, these results agree at the very lowest e
gies. However, with increasing energy the 1/M corrections
become more and more important, reducing the total cr
section.

B. Differential cross section: the high-energy limit

Far above threshold, our result can be compared to
~3.18! of Ref. @6#; as noted, that formula neglectsD but
contains all orders in 1/M . At low energies, the neglect of th
threshold is a large effect, as shown by the long-dashed
in the upper panels of Figs. 1 and 2. We have modified
~3.18! of Ref. @6# to take into account the largest contrib
tions of the threshold effects. First, the exact kinematics~see
our Appendix!, including D, should be used to evaluateq2

ands2u in that formula. With no further modification, tha
formula does not have the correct low energy limit~deter-
mined by comparing to the results above!. By direct com-
parison, the only otherD-dependent correction to the for
mula of Ref.@6# atO(1) is the modification

C~q2!~s2u!2
˜C~q2!~s2u!22C~q2!4M2D2. ~14!

As shown by the dot-dashed line in the upper panels of F
1 and 2, this corrects the result of Ref.@6# so that it takes into
account the threshold. There may be additional correction
orderD/M necessary, but by the numerical results, they
evidently small.

We took the form factors in Eq.~4! to be constants, which
is reasonable for the energies considered. At higher ener
the form-factor variation with momentum transfer must
properly included, as done in@6#. Note that the form-factor
variation in Ref. @4# is incorrect, as it attributes a dipol
behavior to the coefficients which appear directly in Eq.~4!,
and not to the momentum-transfer dependent linear com
nations of them known as the Sachs form factors; see R
@6#.

The plotted results show that ours tot
(1) agrees well with the

modified results of Ref.@6#, particularly at low energies
While lowest order in 1/M is clearly not enough, the firs
order in 1/M is, justifying our neglect of higher orders. On
can see that the short-dashed line differs from the oth
substantially already atEn*30 MeV. This suggests that in
the expansion in 1/M the numerical coefficient multiplying
the dominant termEn /M is quite large (.27). One can see
that explicitly by examining Eq.~18! below.

C. Angular distribution

At zeroth order, recall that

^cosu& (0)5ve
(0)a(0)/3.20.034ve

(0) , ~15!
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P. VOGEL AND J. F. BEACOM PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 053003
so the angular distribution is slightly backward, independ
of energy~above the threshold region!. From Eq.~12!, it is
evident that the angular distribution will be modified by t
1/M corrections. However, the corrections inEe

(1) , pe
(1) , and

ve
(1) are not explicitly shown. At lowest order, th

me-dependent effects appear always asme
2/Ee

2 , and for En

*5 MeV, these may be neglected so that

S ds

d cosu D (1)

.
s0

2 F ~ f 213g2!1~ f 22g2!cosu

2
G

M GEe
(0)Ee

(0) , ~16!

where

G52~ f 1 f 2!g@~2Ee
(0)1D!~12cosu!#

1~ f 21g2!@D~11cosu!#

1~ f 213g2!@3~Ee
(0)1D!~12cosu!2D#

1~ f 22g2!@3~Ee
(0)1D!~12cosu!2D#cosu, ~17!

where in the latter two square brackets, we have also
glected terms1D2/Ee

(0) . Note that the (f 213g2) and (f 2

2g2) terms are modified from Eq.~12! by terms from the
expansion of the phase space factorEe

(1)pe
(1) .

It is now trivial to integrate over cosu and to determine
s tot and the integral weighted with cosu, which we call
(dscosu)tot . These can be written as

s tot
(1)5s0S a11b1

D

M
1g1

Ee
(0)

M DEe
(0)Ee

(0) ~18!

and

~ds cosu! tot
(1)5s0S a21b2

D

M
1g2

Ee
(0)

M DEe
(0)Ee

(0) .

~19!

The coefficientsa,b,g can be immediately read off of Eq
~16!, since the cosu integration is trivial. In order to continue
working consistently to order 1/M , we divide
(ds cosu)tot /stot analytically. Sinceg1 /a1.27 is large,
numerical division would improperly introduce higher-ord
terms. Then

^cosu& (1).
a2

a1
Fve

(0)1S b2

a2
2

b1

a1
D D

M
1S g2

a2
2

g1

a1
DEe

(0)

M G .
~20!

It can be shown both analytically and numerically that by
the largestme-dependent effect can be restored by the ins
tion of the termve

(0) as above, since the phase-space fac
Eepe cancel in the definition of̂cosu&. This formula is an
excellent approximation for̂cosu& from threshold even to
En.150 MeV @though at that energy neither of Eqs.~18!
and~19! is individually valid, and the angular distribution i
no longer of the form 11a cosu].
05300
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Keeping only the largest terms, we can also write

^cosu& (1).
ve

(0)a(0)

3
1

1

3 S 31
4~ f 1 f 2!g

~ f 213g2!
D En

M

.20.034ve
(0)12.4

En

M
. ~21!

The standardM˜` result is very small, ^cosu&(0).
20.034ve

(0) . The large corrections depending onEn /M can
be classified as being due to weak magnetism@depending on
( f 1 f 2)] and pure recoil~independent of the couplings!. For
n̄e1p˜e11n, these add. For the reactionne1n˜e21p,
the sign of (f 1 f 2) is reversed, and the recoil and wea
magnetism terms would nearly cancel.

Our results for̂ cosu& are shown in the lower panels o
Figs. 1 and 2. Our main result at order 1/M , given by Eq.
~20!, is shown as the solid line. The zeroth order result
shown as the short-dashed line. The long-dashed line sh
the result of Eq.~3.18! of Ref. @6#, which assumesD50.
This is obviously poor in the threshold region. The do
dashed line shows our modification of that formula to a
count for the largestD-dependent effects. Note that the u
ward ‘‘hook’’ at low energies (En<5 MeV) is caused by
the finite electron mass. At those energies,ve,1, and the
average ^cosu& decreases, nearly vanishing as the a
tineutrino energy approaches its threshold value.

These results for̂cosu& agree qualitatively with the ear
lier numerical results of Ref.@10#, which noted that the
^cosu& vanishes nearEn520 MeV, and becomes slightly
positive at larger antineutrino energies. At lower energi
the results of Ref.@10# are inaccurate, presumably due
using the formula of Ref.@6# without the threshold modifi-
cations given above.

Terms of the first order in 1/M radically changê cosu&,
including its sign. At high energies, the missing 1/M2 terms
become important fors tot and ~not shown! (ds cosu)tot .
However, note that 1/M2 effects are negligible for̂cosu&.
Our result, given by the solid line in the lower panels of Fig
1 and 2, containsno terms of order 1/M2 or higher. The
modified result~with our corrections forD.0) of Ref. @6#,
given by the dot-dashed line, containsall terms of order
1/M2 and higher. The agreement is excellent, and both
approximately linear inEn /M . That is, for^cosu&, there is a
large cancelation of the higher order corrections.

D. Charged-current deuteron breakup reactions

Since there are no free neutron targets, the reactionne
1n˜e21p cannot be observed directly. However, sin
the deuteron is so weakly bound, we can at least qualitativ
apply the weak magnetism and recoil effects calcula
above to the reactionsn̄e1d˜e11n1n and ne1d˜e2

1p1p. For the considered energies, these reactions are
Gamow-Teller transitions, and so the asymmetry isa(0)5
21/3. In both reactions,̂cosu& will be made more positive
by pure recoil corrections. To those, the weak magnet
correction adds forn̄e1d and subtracts forne1d.
3-4
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In Fig. 3 we show thêcosu& results calculated from the
double-differential cross sections of Kubodera@11#. His re-
sults are based on a complete calculation, including tr
ment of the deuteron wave function and meson-excha
effects@12#. The corrections due to the finite nucleon ma
are evident. One can see that the two curves are not sym
ric with respect to theM˜` value ^cosu&521/9. As ex-
pected, the weak magnetism and recoil corrections act in
same sense forn̄e1d and the opposite sense forne1d.

The weak magnetism contribution can be analytically
timated from the amplitude squared in Ref.@13#. We esti-
mate the recoil contribution so that the combined result

^cosu& (1).2
1

9
1

1

3 S 26
8 f 2

9g D En

M
~22!

provides a reasonable fit to the full numerical results
Fig. 3.

III. APPLICATIONS OF THE POSITRON ANGULAR
DISTRIBUTION

A. SN 1987A events

Supernova 1987A was observed in two water-Cˇ erenkov
detectors, Kamiokande II@14# and IMB @15#, with 12 and 8
events, respectively. These events were presumably ent
due to n̄e1p˜e11n, with an angular distribution of the
form 11a cosu. A well-known peculiarity of the SN 1987A
data is that the angular distributions of the detected positr
are apparently too forward, witĥcosu&50.34 in Kamio-
kande II and̂ cosu&50.48 in IMB. Using the results of Fig
2, evaluated at the observed average energies, and the
rection for the IMB angular bias@15#, we would expect only
^cosu&.0 in Kamiokande II and̂cosu&.0.08 in IMB.

The error on the mean̂cosu& is

FIG. 3. The average lepton cosine for the charged-current d
teron reactions, versus the neutrino or antineutrino energy, u
Kubodera’s calculations. We plot only from 1 MeV above thres
old, so theve dependence at low energies is not shown. The sm
jitters are due to the coarse integration grid.
05300
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d~^cosu&!5
1

AN
A1

3
2

a2

32
.

1

A3N
, ~23!

since uau!1. Thus the expected error on^cosu& from just
statistics is 0.17 for Kamiokande II and 0.20 for IMB. Th
range of antineutrino energies contributing only negligib
increases the error. Thus the experimental results for b
Kamiokande II and IMB deviate by12-s from the expec-
tations.~The disagreement between the experimental res
and the expectations is also discussed in Refs.@10,16#.! At
the same time, however, after correcting for the energy
ference and the IMB angular bias, the two means are in g
agreement with each other.

It is generally assumed in the literature that the angu
distributions of Kamiokande II and IMB are consistent. F
example, Ref.@17# claims an 81% Kolmogorov-Smirnov
probability that the distributions are the same. That tes
primarily sensitive to differences in means@18#, and so this
confirms the agreement of thêcosu& values above. How-
ever, the angular distribution is also characterized by its v
ance^cos2u&2^cosu&2, with the expectation being.1/3. The
error on the variance is@19#

d~^cos2u&2^cosu&2!.
1

AN
A1

5
2

1

32
.

0.30

AN
. ~24!

The experimental result for the variance in Kamiokande I
0.32, with expected error 0.09, and hence in excellent ag
ment with expectation. The experimental result for IMB
0.11, with expected error 0.11, and hence a22-s deviation
from expectation and, more importantly, from the Kami
kande II result. Thus, contrary to general belief, the Kam
kande II and IMB angular distributions, characterized he
by their first two moments, arenot consistentat the 2-s
level.

It is possible that some of the observed forward eve
were due to neutrino-electron scattering, though the expe
tion is only.0.3 events for Kamiokande II and.0.1 events
in IMB ~using the same supernova parameters as in Ref.@20#
and the detector properties taken from Refs.@14,15#!. Most
other authors have also obtained an expectation of&1 event
per detector. Allowingn neutrino-electron scattering even
out of a total ofN events will change the expectations for th
mean^cosu& ~increased byn/N) and the variancêcos2u&
2^cosu&2 @increased by 2/3(n/N)2(n/N)2]. Thus for N
.10 and the possiblen51, the means would be somewh
improved~now each a11.5-s deviation!. The Kamiokande
II variance would still be in agreement with expectatio
though the IMB variance would then be a23-s deviation.

As a general caution about the small-number statist
one can consider, for the purpose of illustration, the effec
assuming that one backward event was missed. That is
each data set we add one fake backward event. For Kam
kande II, the effect on both the mean and the variance
modest, but for IMB there is a large effect, making the me
only a11-s deviation and putting the variance in agreeme
with theory. Thus the statistical significance can be very s

u-
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-
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P. VOGEL AND J. F. BEACOM PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 053003
sitive to small fluctuations, so that the number of sigmas
deviation and the implicit confidence levels should be tak
with caution.

In conclusion, the Kamiokande II data seem to requir
2-s statistical fluctuation in the mean, and the IMB da
separate 2-s fluctuations in the mean and the variance. It
difficult to explain the observed angular distributions, ev
taking into account the corrections of Fig. 2 and~somewhat
implausibly! allowing .1 neutrino-electron scattering eve
in each detector. Given the inconsistency between the
miokande II and IMB angular distributions, it is probably n
legitimate to combine them, thus weakening the argum
for new supernova or particle physics that could have
fected the angular distributions, as invoked in Re
@17,21,22#. While we have not explained the angular dist
butions, we have explicitly shown the perils of the sma
number statistics and an apparent additional problem w
the IMB results.

B. Supernova antineutrinos

A strong n̄e signal is expected in SuperKamiokande@23#
and other underground detectors from a future Galactic
pernova ~for the expected count rates see, e.g., Re
@20,24#!. Is it possible to use the observed angular distrib
tion of the positron events to locate the direction of the
pernova@25#? If the M˜` limit were appropriate@i.e., Eq.
~15!#, then the positrons would be dominantly moving in t
backward direction. However, the 1/M corrections calculated
above are very important. Folding in the expected Fer
Dirac distribution of the incomingn̄e , and weighting cosu
properly with the flux and cross section calculated here,
arrive at ^cosu&. 0.015, 0.025 and 0.034 for temperatur
T54, 5, and 6 MeV. Thus the positrons from supernovan̄e ,
with the most probable temperature of about 5 MeV, will
fact be slightly forward and, moreover the asymmetry co
ficient will sensitively depend on the antineutrino tempe
ture, quite different from the naive expectation. For locat
the supernova, the best strategy seems to be to concen
on the positrons of the highest energy. ForT55 MeV,
about 25% of the signal will be above 30 MeV, and shou
have a noticeable forward asymmetry (^cosu&50.056). Ob-
servation of the angular distribution of the higher ener
positrons would constitute an important check of the sup
nova origin of the signal, and would allow location of th
supernova to aboutd(cosu).0.2 @25#.

If the supernova direction is known, then knowledge
the positron angular distribution could be used to sepa
these events from other reactions. For example, if there
nt˜ne oscillations, then the reactionne116O˜e2116F can
become important@26# ~since thent temperature is highe
than thene temperature and this reaction has a relativ
high threshold!. The outgoing electrons are somewhat ba
ward. Note that the neutron inn̄e1p˜e11n is not de-
tected, and electrons and positrons are indistinguishable
their Čerenkov radiation. Therefore, the search for eve
from ne116O˜e2116F must be done statistically, by look
ing at the total angular distribution and looking for a bac
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ward excess over what is expected fromn̄e1p˜e11n
alone. The calculation in Ref.@27# used the naive positron
asymmetrya(0) and would have to be revised. Since the
would be fewer backward events than they expected,
sensitivity would be improved.

In a heavy water detector like the Sudbury Neutrino O
servatory@28#, the angular distributions of the outgoing lep

tons in the reactionsn̄e1d˜e11n1n andne1d˜e21p
1p could also be used to locate the supernova direct
Because of the low numbers of events, however, even wi
naive asymmetry ofa(0)521/3, the pointing resolution is
only aboutd(cosu).0.5 @25#. Taking into account the 1/M
effects weakens the positron asymmetry, and would degr
the pointing. However, the corrected angular distributio
will still be quite important for separating reactions.

C. Search for solar antineutrinos

Reference@29# discusses the possibility of searching

SuperKamiokande forn̄e antineutrinos from the Sun, pre

sumably fromne˜ n̄e oscillations, withEn;10 MeV. The
authors proposed that these events could be separated s
tically by their angular distribution from the isotropic dete
tor background and the forward-peaked solar neutrino ev
from neutrino-electron scattering. However, from Fig. 2, t
angular asymmetry is substantially weaker than they
sumed, and in view of that, their derived limit would have
be modified.

D. LSND results

Another important application of the positron angular d
tribution is the search for neutrino oscillations by the LSN
@1# and KARMEN @2# collaborations. The LSND Collabora

tion reported evidence forn̄m˜ n̄e oscillations followingm1

decay at rest. The evidence is based on the observation o
e1 1 neutron events with positron energies between 36
60 MeV, presumably originating from then̄ep interaction.
The directions of individual candidate positron events ha
been measured with respect to the beam axis and the an
distribution is given in Fig. 21 of Ref.@1#. The measured
^cosu& was found to be 0.2060.13.

From our Fig. 2, one would estimate that the expec
value would be only about 0.08. However, there are imp
tant experimental corrections particular to LSND which mu
be taken into account. The physics basis of most of them
the simple fact that, for a fixed antineutrino energyEn , the
forward-going positrons have more energy than
backward-going ones. Thus, if there is a cut on positron
ergy, sayEe1>36 MeV, then at the lowest allowed an
tineutrino energies, only the forward positrons will surviv
the cut, biasinĝ cosu& to be larger.~A similar effect occurs
due to the energy-dependent efficiency for positron de
tion.! These and related effects increase the expected v
of ^cosu& to 0.16, in good agreement with observation@30#.
This suggests that LSND is indeed observingn̄e1p˜e1

1n events, whatever the origin of then̄e .
3-6
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E. Relation to neutron beta decay parameters

It is worth noting that the parametera(En) is the correla-
tion coefficienta between the positron and antineutrino m
menta in neutron beta decay@31#. The parametera is difficult
to measure in neutron beta decay, since the antineutrino
mentum can be reconstructed only by measuring the pro
recoil momentum. The last measurement@32#, more than 20
years ago, yieldeda520.10260.005. It is tempting to
speculate that it might be alternatively measured withn̄e
1p˜e11n via measurement of the positron energy a
angle.

It must be pointed out, however, that even at modestEn ,
weak magnetism is an important correction, and thus a m
surement ofa(En) would probe a combination off, g, and
f 2, thus providing instead a possible test of weak magneti
To pursue this speculation further, consider an experimen
which ^cosu& could be measured at a fixedEn , and consider
how well the value of (f 1 f 2) could be measured. That is, a
experimental test of whether the value of (f 1 f 2) extracted
matches the value~4.706! predicted by the conserved vect
current hypothesis@33#. The expectation for̂ cosu& is ap-
proximately given by Eq. ~21!. From statistics alone
d(^cosu&).1/A3N for N events, so that

d~ f 1 f 2!5
]~ f 1 f 2!

]^cosu&
d~^cosu&!.

2

En /M

1

AN
. ~25!

We assume the standardV2A theory and neglect the~small!
form factor variation. Some previous tests of weak mag
tism were made by measuring extremely small distortions
the beta spectra of theA512 andA520 systems~see Refs.
@34,35# for a review!. These experiments reached a precis
on (f 1 f 2) of about 10%.

As noted above, for a Galactic supernova at 10 kpc,
served in SuperKamiokande,.104 n̄e1p˜e11n events
are expected. The time distribution of events is, of cour
irrelevant. The spectrumf (En) is also irrelevant insofar as i
will be determined from the data, since the measuredEe and
cosue can be used to reconstructEn for each event. At each
value ofEn , ^cosu& and hence (f 1 f 2) could be measured
While the typical energy expected is.20 MeV, about 2/3 of
the events are at higher energies. Thus one might plaus
expect that a test of weak magnetism at the.20% level
might be made~note also that the error varies linearly wi
the assumed supernova distance!.

IV. THE NEUTRON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION
AND APPLICATIONS

It is also of interest to consider the angular distribution
the neutrons fromn̄e1p˜e11n, since the neutrons are o
ten detected as well. In fact, the observation of the neu
capture in a delayed coincidence with the positron is
distinguishing signature of the antineutrino interaction w
protons, allowing suppression of backgrounds.

There is an angular correlation between the antineut
direction and the initial direction of the neutron. Since in t
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laboratory system the proton is at rest, momentum conse
tion requires that

pW n5pW e1pW n . ~26!

Also,

upeu<A~En2D!22me
2,En , ~27!

so that the neutron mustalwaysbe emitted in the forward
hemisphere. In fact, the maximum angle (un)max between the
antineutrino and initial neutron directions is achieved wh
the neutron and and positron momenta are perpendicu
NeglectingO(1/M ), this is

cos~un!max5
A2EnD2~D22me

2!

En
. ~28!

At threshold, the neutron direction is purely forward, and
reactor energies, still largely so. In Fig. 4 we plot the qua
tity cos(un)max as well as the averagêcos(un)&, both evalu-
ated numerically, where the latter was weighted with t
differential cross section. AtO(1/M ) @see Eq.~11!#, the neu-
tron kinetic energy is

Tn5
EnEe

(0)

M
~12ve

(0)cosu!1
y2

M
. ~29!

It is often possible to localize, at least crudely, the poi
where the positron was annihilated~essentially the point of
creation for targets with an appreciable density! and where
the neutron was captured. Even though the neutron is c
tured only after many elastic scatterings, its final positi
maintains some memory of its initial direction, as we no
show. For a monoenergetic source of neutrons moving
tially along thex-axis, the distribution of final positions is

FIG. 4. The average neutron cosine and the cosine of the m
mum neutron angle versus antineutrino energy. Note t
cos(un)max˜1 both at threshold and asEn˜`.
3-7
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Gaussian distributed, with equal widthssx , sy , and sz .
The average final position̂x& is displaced from the origin
and ^y&5^z&50.

We show the results of our Monte Carlo simulation
Fig. 5, implemented by following the principles given b
Fermi @36#. We assumed a liquid of (CH2)n , with or without
Gd doping~0.1% by mass!, and a density of 0.80 g/cm3. The
results in Fig. 5 can easily be rescaled to another densit
multiplying by (0.80/r). Neutrons are moderated by elas
scattering until they reach thermal energy. At thermal
ergy, elastic scattering changes the neutron direction, bu
average, not its energy. We also implement capture on
tons and Gd. The calculated capture times on undoped
doped scintillator are in good agreement with expectatio

The most significant input is the fact that the neutron el
tic scattering cross sections are almost independent of en
from about 10 keV down to about 0.1 eV@37#. For the first
;5 scatterings, the neutron maintains some sense of its
tial direction, with the angular distribution at a given scatt
ing depending only on the ratio of incoming and outgoi
energies. This stage determines^x&.1.7 cm, the average
displacement of the final point from the starting point. A
subsequent scatters only enlarge the size of the neu
cloud. The widthsx does depend on the the initial neutro
energy because at higher energies more scatterings ar
quired to moderate the neutron to thermal energy.

Above 10 keV, the variation of the cross sections w
energy should be taken into account; doing so would
crease^x& and sx somewhat forTn.100 keV and more
substantially for higher energies. Below about 0.1 eV, th
is a chemical binding effect depending on the moderat
material that increases the cross section; taking that into
count would makesx smaller. Finally, from Fig. 4, the
struck neutron is not exactly forward, as assumed, but
cosun.0.9 for reactor energies. Taking that into accou

FIG. 5. The shift~solid line! ^x& and width~long-dashed line!
sx5A^x2&2^x&2 for monoenergetic neutrons~initial kinetic energy
Tn) emitted from the origin, moving initially along thex-axis. Note
^y&5^z&50, andsx5sy5sz . We used a (CH2)n liquid of density
0.80 g/cm3, with or without 0.1% Gd doping by mass.
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would reduce our shift tôx&.1.5 cm, in agreement with the
results of Ref.@38#.

In fact, in the Go¨sgen reactor antineutrino experime
@39# the neutron displacement was clearly observed,
.10s level @40#. This was possible because the detector w
composed of alternating walls of the scintillator and3He
neutron detectors. For a given wall of scintillator in whic
the reaction occurred, and the positron was detected, m
neutrons were observed in the3He slabawayfrom the reac-
tor thantowardsthe reactor~in fact, the ratio was about 2:1!.
A similar effect was observed@41# in the Bugey 3 experi-
ment @42#, also using a segmented detector.

The neutron-positron separation is also being used@38# by
the Chooz experiment@43#, which is based on an unseg
mented detector. The neutron position is only detected wi
precision of about 20 cm, but nevertheless a statistically
nificant displacement of positron and neutron detection p
tions along the antineutrino direction is seen.

Given a reliable calculation of the neutron transport in t
detector, and hence the expected neutron distributions,
technique would allow a direct determination of the detec
background from the measured asymmetry. Such an ana
is being pursued for the Palo Verde reactor experiment,
a forward-backward asymmetry between different cells
seen in the current data@44#.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have given an expression for the differential cro
section in the positron cosu, valid to order 1/M . Recoil and
weak magnetism corrections have a large energy-depen
effect on the positron angular distribution, changing it fro
slightly backward at low energies to isotropic at about
MeV and slightly forward at higher energies.

Our main result for the total cross section, valid to ord
1/M , is obtained by integrating Eq.~12!. At low energies,
this agrees with the well-knownM˜` result. At high ener-
gies, where the threshold can be neglected, this is in g
agreement with Eq.~3.18! of Ref. @6#, which contains all
orders in 1/M but assumesD50. Using our result, we have
determined the largestD-dependent terms missing in the r
sults of Ref. @6#. The most accurate formula for the tot
cross section at all energies is obtained by using the resu
Ref. @6# with our modifications. The modified formula i
essentially identical to our main result forEn&30 MeV and
is in good agreement with it~and the unmodified result o
Ref. @6#! at higher energies.

The positron angular distribution is well-described
^cosu&. Our main result, Eq.~20!, valid to order 1/M , is an
excellent approximation over the entire energy range con
ered~and in fact up to aboutEn.150 MeV).

A number of experimental applications are discussed
which the correct angular distribution is necessary for se
rating n̄e1p˜e11n events from other reactions and fro
detector backgrounds.

The neutron angular distribution is initially strongly fo
ward. The random walk of the neutrons as they are mod
ated acts to erase this. However, the centroid of the fi
distribution of neutron capture positions is shifted in the
3-8
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rection of the initial motion. We discuss how this can
exploited experimentally.
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APPENDIX: KINEMATIC RELATIONS

In the center of momentum frame, the threshold is defin
by the positron and neutron being produced at rest, so

En
thr5

~Mn1me!
22M p

2

2~Mn1me!
51.803 MeV. ~A1!

In the laboratory frame~where the proton is at rest!, the
threshold is

En
thr5

~Mn1me!
22M p

2

2M p
51.806 MeV. ~A2!
r
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Labeling the 4-momenta asn̄e(pn)1p(pp)˜e1(pe)
1n(pn), we define the Mandelstam variables as

s5~pn1pp!25M p
212M pEn , ~A3!

t5~pn2pe!
25Mn

22M p
222M p~En2Ee!, ~A4!

u5~pn2pn!25M p
21me

222M pEe , ~A5!

evaluated in the laboratory frame, where we can also w
t5q25me

222EnEe(12vecosu).
The differential cross section int can be written as

ds

dt
5

GF
2 cos2uC

p

uMu2

~s2M p
2!2

~11D inner
R !, ~A6!

whereuMu2 is the amplitude squared~averaged over initial
spins, summed over final spins!. This can be written as the
differential cross section in the positron cosu in the labora-
tory by using the Jacobian

dt

dcosu
52Enpe

(1)F12
En

M S 12
1

ve
(0)

cosu D 1OS 1

M2D G .

~A7!

The differential cross section inEe can be obtained by using
dq2/dEe52M p .
-
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